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Executive Summary
This white paper examines the value of the Remediation Engine, a new capability of the Nyansa Voyance 
user performance management platform. The Remediation Engine leverages full-stack network analytics 
to provide a workflow for proactive prevention of user network problems. This solution should help 
network managers reduce the amount of time they spend troubleshooting and allow them to deliver a 
more consistent user experience to the enterprise. 

Network Firefighters Can’t Deliver Consistent User 
Performance
Today’s network managers are often racing against the clock, stuck in a never-ending cycle of 
troubleshooting problems that are already impacting end users. Strangely enough, these network 
managers often lack visibility into and control over specific user performance issues as many of them 
have assembled management toolsets oriented toward putting out fires. They rely on end user complaints 
to trigger a troubleshooting process, and many of the tools that they use specialize in understanding 
discrete network layers or infrastructure products from specific vendors. Network managers lack tools 
that help them prevent things from catching fire in the first place. 

Today’s network engineering and operations teams spend almost all of their time fixing problems, rather 
than delivering value to the business in the form of new or optimized network services. In fact, the 
average network manager spends 71% of the work week fixing problems. Half of that time is devoted to 
proactive problem prevention, but the other half is spent on reactive troubleshooting.1 Ideally, network 
managers should be able to tip this balance and spend less time fighting fires. 

Network engineering and operations teams need new tools that provide more precise detail on user 
experience, and they need tools that help them fix problems across the access network more efficiently 
and proactively. They will be able to spot trouble before users are affected, course correct, and optimize 
the network for the future. 

Core Problem: Tool Fragmentation
Many network managers are trapped in firefighting mode because they use a fragmented set of vendor 
and third-party network monitoring and troubleshooting tools. Forty-one percent (41%) of network 
managers use 4 to 10 tools to monitor and troubleshoot the network on a daily basis, and another 34% 
use 11 or more tools.2 

This tool fragmentation traps network managers in a cycle of constant firefighting. In fact, on average, 
40% of all network problems are detected and reported by end users before network operations is aware 
of them. Tool fragmentation makes this problem worse. In organizations where network managers use 
11 or more tools to monitor and troubleshoot networks, end users detect an average of 52% of network 
problems before IT operations is aware. By the time network managers start working on these tickets, 
end users are already suffering from poor performance and lost productivity.

These large management toolkits present inherent disadvantages. First, many of these tools focus on 
only one area, whether it’s applications, the data center, the wireless LAN, the Ethernet LAN, or the 
WAN. When network teams rely on a large set of discrete tools, they often spend too much time acting 
as human middleware, performing manual data correlation and analysis across multiple tools. Most of 

1  EMA, “Network Management Megatrends 2016: Managing Networks in the Era of the Internet of Things, Hybrid Clouds, and Advanced 
Network Analytics,” April 2016.

2  Ibid.
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the tools network managers use lack visibility into actual user experience. Collaboration, escalation, 
and handoff can also be difficult since IT operations teams often lack a central tool with end-to-end 
visibility. Quite often front line administrators will use completely different tools than the engineers 
who troubleshoot the most difficult problems. Finally, large toolsets carry an administrative cost as 
network managers spend too much time keeping their various tools up to date and bug-free.

To tip the balance toward more proactive operations, network managers need more robust analytical 
tools that can provide answers to questions that the network team doesn’t even know to ask across the 
entire network stack. 

Introducing the Nyansa Remediation Engine
Network user performance management provider Nyansa offers Voyance, a solution that baselines 
normal user experience on the network. It collects data continuously for every client network transaction. 
Then it analyzes and correlates this data to reveal user experience on the network.

Nyansa has introduced a new Voyance capability: the Nyansa 
Remediation Engine. Based on observing client user experience 
issues and their root causes in the past, the Remediation Engine 
offers proactive remediation actions as well as predictive analysis of 
the effect of those recommendation actions. With these capabilities, 
the Remediation Engine offers a proactive workflow for user 
network problem prevention. It presents actions that network 
engineers can take to reduce lost client hours for a given network 
incident. For example, it might suggest that engineers turn off 2.4 
GHz radios on a specific set of wireless access points located in a 
particular area. The engine will explain that this action will reduce 
co-channel interference and avoid 1,000 client hours lost to poor 
wireless network performance. Additionally, the engine will provide 
contextual information about those 1,000 client hours regarding 
which types of clients typically experience such problems, what 
specific channels are most problematic, etc. Another suggestion 
might be to mitigate DNS latency issues on a set of VLANs, with 
the prediction that doing so can eliminate 2,000 client hours of poor 
DNS (and by extension, Internet) experience. 

The Remediation Engine predictively quantifies the benefits of any 
change it recommends. Once an engineer has taken a recommended 
action, the engine tracks the progress of the change over time to 
validate that the action worked.

The Voyance Remediation Engine is essentially a network analytics 
solution for network optimization and predictive network analysis 
focused on actual client experience, two of the top use cases for 
enterprise network analytics today. Enterprise Management Associates 
(EMA) research has the identified network optimization as the second 
most popular network analytics use case (32%) and predictive network 
analysis (25%) as the fourth most popular use case.3 

3  EMA, “Network Management Megatrends 2016: Managing Networks in the Era of the Internet of Things, Hybrid Clouds, and Advanced 
Network Analytics,” April 2016.

Figure 1. The Nyansa Remediation Engine 
home screen with recommended actions
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How It Works
Via its full-stack network analytics capability, the Nyansa Voyance core platform baselines normal user 
experience on the network. Based on these observations of past user experience issues, the Remediation 
Engine identifies statistical outliers that could lead to future user experience problems. It makes 
recommendations tailored to specific actionable outliers based on algorithmic analysis and tracks how 
recommended changes impact overall end-to-end user network performance.

Figure 2. Exploring recommendation actions in Nyansa Remediation Engine

Key Benefit of the Nyansa Remediation Engine:  
Network Operations Efficiency
Nyansa’s Remediation Engine is a consolidated workflow that can identify problems before they impact 
end users, which means that network managers have a tool for establishing a workflow for proactive 
problem prevention. The large toolsets that network managers use to monitor and troubleshoot 
networks can now be re-tasked and used more efficiently because client issues are automatically surfaced 
across the stack. Network managers use other tools to take action rather than look for answers.
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EMA Perspective
Network managers need efficient workflows for proactive problem prevention. Too many network 
problems go unnoticed until end users are negatively affected. With the right tools, network managers 
can reduce the number of events that impact user experience and service performance. But unfortunately 
most network managers today have a large set of tools that are more aligned to putting out fires after 
they have caused destruction. The Nyansa Remediation Engine provides a workflow backed by strong 
network analytics that enables network managers to prevent problems and focus more on optimization 
and business enablement. 

EMA believes that network managers who implement this analytics solution will have a better chance 
of network operations success. EMA research shows that successful network operations enables network 
professionals to deliver more value to the business in the form of reduced downtime, improved end-user 
satisfaction, reduced capital and operational expenses, and an enhanced ability to directly support new 
business initiatives.4 

About Nyansa
Palo Alto, California–based Nyansa is a fast-growing innovator of advanced IT analytics software 
technology, venture-backed by Formation|8, a leading Silicon Valley venture firm. Founded in 
September 2013 by Abe Ankumah, Anand Srinivas, and Daniel Kan, the company employs technology 
professionals from MIT, Meraki, Aruba Networks, and Google, and is credited with developing the first 
cloud-sourced, vendor-agnostic network analytics system, called Voyance, purpose-built for increasingly 
mobile enterprise network environments. 

Completely focused on the end-user experience, Voyance is the only analytics system that provides cross-
company correlation and benchmarking of network metrics and trends. Voyance uniquely extracts, 
analyzes, and correlates wired and wireless data for every user—in real-time and over time—across the 
entire network-application stack. With Voyance, organizations can now proactively predict problems, 
optimize their network, and justify infrastructure changes based on actual data, radically reducing the 
time and expense related to optimizing IT network operations from the client to the cloud.

4  EMA, “Network Management Megatrends 2016: Managing Networks in the Era of the Internet of Things, Hybrid Clouds, and Advanced 
Network Analytics,” April 2016.
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